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Austability is a solution provider who delivers exceptional 
solutions and outcomes through its world-class doctrine, 
organization, training, materiel, leadership and education, 
personnel, and facilities (DOTMLPF). 

Our mission is to provide expeditionary integrated 
operational support services via military grade analysis, 
development, and execution. 

Resource Acquisition and Sustainment (RAAS) 

Austability’s RAAS is based on clearly defined 
austere, conflict and post conflict environments 
supporting scalable expeditionary integrated base 
operational support services. We provide mission 
critical remote installation integrated support 
services (RAAS). 

Advisory and Knowledge Transfer (AKT) 

Austability’s in-house expertise and globally 
acknowledged leadership, backed up by unique 
network of specific subject matter experts and 
industry partners enables implementation and 
delivery of internationally accepted and recognized 
Train, Advise and Assist (TAA) frameworks. 

Austability is able to understand the operating environment and develop sustainable, simple, and 
deliverable associated strategies and countermeasures. 

Austability’s mature operational ecosystem provides a significant difference in every project with which it 
is engaged. 

CORE COMPETENICES 

DIFFERENTIATORS 

CONTACT: 

Email: info@austability.com 

The AG approach aims to provide the FVEY government agencies, and their allied partners need to operate 
overseas on operations, in expeditionary or austere environments via application of 5 step Austability Service 
Management Governance: 

SERVICE MANAGEMENT GOVERNANCE 

Understand client needs and develop strategy 
Design concept of operation 
Implement concept of operations 
Provision of required services 
Continuously identify and apply improvement 
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CAPABILITY AREAS 

Austability's service provision framework has been incorporated with a mission to offer innovative and 
expeditionary strategies to Defense and National Security agencies of the FVEY when operating in 
complex conflict, post-conflict, and austere environments. 

Austability has significant experience in developing and managing integrated solutions and services. 

NAICS CODES 

22 - Utilities 

22111, 221118, 22112, 221122, 221310, 221320 

23 - Construction 

236210, 236220, 237110, 237130, 238210, 23822, 
238290, 238910, 23899 

42 - Wholesale Trade 

423110, 423120, 423420, 423450, 423490, 
423610, 423830 

48 - 49 - Transportation and Warehousing 

481211, 481212, 481219, 48811, 488119, 488510, 
493110, 493120, 493190 

53 - Real Estate and Rental and Leasing 

532111, 532112, 532120, 53241, 532411, 532412, 

532490 

56 - Administrative and Support Services 

561210, 56161, 561611, 561612, 561613, 56162, 

561621, 56221, 562211, 562219, 56299, 562998 

61 - Educational Services 

611310, 611430, 611519 

62 - Health Care and Social Assistance 

621493, 621910, 621999, 624110, 624230, 
624310 

92 - Public Administration 

922140, 922160, 922190, 928110 

PAST EXPERIENCE 

1.  
Provision of wholesale of merchandise and 
services associated to NAICS Code 42 – Wholesale 
Trade in support of US Government prime 
contractors mission linked to LOGCAP, AFCAP and 
DOS contracting platforms. This activity has been 
continuous over the past 4 years throughout 
CENTCOM, AFCOM and EUCOM. 

2. 
Provision of transportation, warehousing and 
associated services associated to NAICS Code 48-
49 - Transportation and Warehousing in support of 
US Government prime contractors mission linked 
to LOGCAP, AFCAP contracting platforms. This 
activity has been continuous over the past 5 years 
throughout CENTCOM, AFCOM and EUCOM. 

3. 
Provision of health care facilities and related 
support services, associated to NAICS Code 62 - 
Health Care and Social Assistance, to US prime 
contractor operating in Kandahar Airbase, 
Afghanistan under LOGCAP contracting platform. 
Austability was responsible for maintenance and 
operations of ROLE III Hospital in KAF for 2.5 
Years. The mission ended with US forces 
withdrawal from KAF. 
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